ODessa Horrors Ended at Night

Street strewn with hundreds of dead.

SOLDIERS RESTORE ORDER

Students disarm mob which slaughters Jews.

BUREAUCRATS TO BLAME

Fifty wagonloads of wounded Aris taken to hospitals—hundreds of wounded in博客.

BIG SKYSCRAPER FOR PORTLAND

Russell and Blyth will put up a fourteen-story building.

SIXTH AND STARK THE SITE

Other large structures to be erected which will change entire appearance of downtown district.

POLICE FIGHT LINCOLN

Police kill twenty of city's hooligans, as results of last night's Lincoln trouble.

HILL WILL HELP HE TELEGRAPH

Willing to do all in his power for deep water in the Columbia River.

CITIZENS ARE AROUSED

Meeting called at Chamber of Commerce to discuss Wilson Fisher steps to be taken for continuing work.

CONTENTs TODAY'S PAPER

Russell & Blyth. — W. P. Russell and J. A. Blyth, who are making large purchase of wool, have been in Portland.

CONTINUING CONTRACTS OR NOT

Many of the projects now going on in the city may be continued or may be abandoned, depending upon the present condition of the market.

Odesa Horrors End at Night

In order to quell the situation last night, a large detachment of soldiers was sent to the city.

SOLDIERS STOP THE BLOODY OUTBREAK

The detachment was under the command of Colonel G. W. H. Baker, who had been ordered to Odesa.

Hares will be killed until night.

MURPHY FIGURES ARE FOR HEARTS

Canvass gives him 12,000 plurality.

JEROME 100,000 TO THE GOOD

Every test shows that defeat awaits Tammany chief.

STRUGGLE AGAINST TIDE

Murphy success to Senator Jerome's canvass, but money figures in and volunteers work for Independence men.

NEW YORK, Nov. 1.—Independent man, Judge 0. M. Murphy, has made considerable gains in the New York campaign.

PARAN WELCOMES TAFI

Salutes Great Cruiser Columbus on arrival at Colon.

PLAN PANAMA CANAL

A new plan for the Panama Canal has been revealed, which it is claimed will make the country a great power.

PANAMA WELCOMES TAFI

Salutes Great Cruiser Columbus on arrival at Colon.

CITIZENS AROUSE

Meeting called at Chamber of Commerce to discuss Wilson Fisher steps to be taken for continuing work.

CONTINUING CONTRACTS OR NOT

Many of the projects now going on in the city may be continued or may be abandoned, depending upon the present condition of the market.